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We propose active object languages as a development tool for formal system models of distributed
systems. Additionally to a formalization based on a term rewriting system, we use established Soft-
ware Engineering concepts, including software product lines and object orientation that come with
extensive tool support. We illustrate our modeling approach by prototyping a weak memory model.
The resulting executable model is modular and has clear interfaces between communicating partic-
ipants through object-oriented modeling. Relaxations of the basic memory model are expressed as
self-contained variants of a software product line. As a modeling language we use the formal active
object language ABS which comes with an extensive tool set. This permits rapid formalization of
core ideas, early validity checks in terms of formal invariant proofs, and debugging support by exe-
cuting test runs. Hence, our approach supports the prototyping of formal system models with early
feedback.
1 Introduction
Formal methods provide formal frameworks for software and systems development, including formally
defined specification and programming languages. Their aim is to support design and implementation
of engineering projects with high quality requirements, yet formal notations themselves are developed
without the very support they are intended to provide. This is not simply an issue of productivity, but
of usability: one of the largest obstacles against the uptake of formal methods is that they are expressed
in—occasionally dated—formalisms that are hard to communicate, to understand, and to validate.
In this paper, we intend to show that recent progress in software engineering, including new struc-
turing principles as well as state-of-art tool support, can be beneficial in formal methods engineering as
well. Specifically, we use a modern active object language instead of a term-rewriting system to formal-
ize semantics, we use software product lines (SPL) [28] to organize and maintain different variants of
the formal model, and we use automated theorem proving tools to provide early validity checks of the
consistency of the formalized system.
We exemplify our approach with a representative case study in the area of distributed systems, where
we look at certain weak memory models. The latter became very widespread, but their consequences
are notoriously hard to understand. Currently, weak memory models are generally formulated as a term
rewriting system for a small step operational semantics (SOS) [6, 23], as abstract automata [30, 33], or
as axiomatic/algebraic description of traces [7, 29]. The advantage of these formalisms is to give the
modeler freedom to adjust the formal semantics so it matches the underlying intuition and to formulate
properties of interest without any restriction. One disadvantage is that the resulting formal models are
hard to understand for anyone who is not an expert in the used formalism. Even for experts such formal
models tend to be hard to validate (i.e. debug), because limited tool support is available. Available tools
(e.g., rewriting engines like Maude [8]) lack the usability and modularity embodied in more software-
oriented tools. Finally, successful usage of currently available tools requires that the formalization of the
target system is essentially finished, hence are not suitable for early prototyping during formalization.
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In the following we demonstrate that active object modeling is adequate for the domain of weak
memory models, and that it can offer significant tool support during development, analysis, and presen-
tation of an operational semantics. While weak memory models can be regarded as representative and
sufficiently complex, our approach is in no way limited to this particular domain.
In our approach, an active object model is developed simultaneously with an operational semantics.
As a consequence, the modeler is able to profit from debugging techniques, tool support, and best prac-
tices of software engineering. This includes support for modularization of models, debugging by means
of test runs, as well as automated proofs of invariants. We make use of four software engineering prin-
ciples: (1) modularization with interfaces and modules, (2) variant management with software product
lines, (3) validation by execution tests and formal verification, (4) development by early prototyping to
obtain feedback and experience with the product before creating its final version. These concepts permit
to develop formal models faster, in an interactive manner, and with higher confidence in their properties.
Our main contributions are: (1) a weak memory model, formalized in the Abstract Behavioral Spec-
ification (ABS) language [17]; (2) a discussion of the advantages of developing a prototype in an active
object language in parallel to the actual formalization. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes similar approaches and compares to other methods for mechanizing formal models. Section 3
introduces ABS. Section 4 describes the formal model and its implementation, Section 5 describes the
model validation, and Section 6 discusses the advantages of our approach. Section 7 concludes.
2 Related Work and Discussion of Tool-Based Approaches
There is a recognized need for tool support to understand and analyze relaxed memory models in main-
stream programming languages. This led to the implementation of simulators that are capable to explore
the configuration states generated from a given semantics, see Boudol et al. [6] in Java and Sarkar et
al. [30] in OCaml. In either case the simulator is far larger and more complex than the underlying se-
mantics. The simulators are optimized for the generation of configuration states. Using general purpose
languages as state generators has two main downsides: (1) It obliterates the differences between code
expressing the model and code needed for a framework to execute it, especially if the program has to be
optimized. Reasoning about the model in terms of the simulation program is hard, because it includes
reasoning about the framework. (2) The simulators are not intended to be used to communicate and
reason about the semantics, only to discover interesting configurations, the modularization and structure
they may have is not transferable to the model.
Traditional tools used in work on formal semantics include term rewriting engines such as Maude [8],
CafeOBJ [25], theorem provers like Isabelle/HOL [26], and model checkers like SPIN/Promela [16].
These approaches allow to state theorems about the model and often have support for executability and
modularization through namespaces. However, they are mostly used as a more precise alternative to
pen-and-paper definitions and suffer from the similar downsides: (1) they provide no additional modu-
larity or interface abstractions—they do not simplify reasoning about a model, they merely formalize it.
For example, Weber [37] provides an Isabelle formalization of the memory model of Mantel et al. [23]
and finds notational errors that do not compromise the theoretical results, but hamper comprehensibility.
These mistakes were discovered, because the tool enforces syntax checks, not because the formalization
itself would provide a clearer structure. (2) traditional formalization tools are not designed for prototyp-
ing formal methods: i.e. to present and verify the core ideas of a semantic before fleshing it out. In order
to validate formalization ideas by performing tool-based integrity checks or to ensure that the system
behaves as intended, the full model needs to be formalized. Some provers like Coq [36] allow to assume
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some properties without proving them for prototyping, but they already require the structure of the final
model to be fixed. Finally, (3) current tools offer no specific support for the challenges of distributed
systems and they do not help to manage different variants of a formal semantics. Libraries like K [32]
provide support for operational semantics, but to not address distributed systems or modularity. This
is a general drawback of general purpose tools: Prototyping relies on fast feedback cycles and general
purpose approaches need libraries, which hamper analyzability or auxiliary code, which hampers clarity.
Active object languages like ABS [17] and Rebeca [35] try to combine the advantages of mainstream
programming languages (executability, fine-grained modularization) with the advantages of languages
with formal semantics (formal verification) and new ideas from programming language research (e.g.,
variability management through feature-based modeling [28]) to simplify working with concurrency. The
enforced structure of actors and objects is too restrictive to use them to analyze and express all desirable
global properties, but their tool support and clarity predestines them to prototype models of distributed
systems: fast validation of core ideas instead of full verification of the complete models. Active object
languages are used to formalize a vast range of distributed systems: software systems [22], cyber-physical
systems [20], operational procedures [19], and hardware [12, 34]. We argue that distributed formal
system models can as well be modeled with active objects and that this results in faster development and
more efficient communication.
3 Abstract Behavioral Specification
We provide a very short introduction to the Abstract Behavioral Specification (ABS) language. For its
formal semantics see Johnsen et al. [17], Din et al. [11]; for the formal semantics of product lines see
Muschevici et al. [24], and for a tutorial see Hähnle [14].
3.1 Language
ABS extends the actor [15] concurrency model with futures [4] and cooperative scheduling: Objects
communicate with each other only over asynchronous method calls. Following a method call, the caller
receives a future as a handle for identifying the starting process and continues execution. The callee
resolves the future by storing its return value in it. An object may only switch the active process if the
currently active process explicitly releases control. This greatly simplifies the concurrency model, as
between the synchronization points a method can be regarded as sequential. A process releases control
by either terminating or suspending. The latter means either to wait for a future to be resolved or for a
condition to become true. Once a future is resolved, any process that possesses a reference to it may read
it, because futures can be passed around. When a process attempts to read from a non-resolved future,
the whole object blocks until the future is resolved.
ABS models can be compiled into Erlang, Haskell or Java code and be executed [17]. Syntactically,
ABS is close to Java and has similar concepts, including interfaces and classes. However, classes have no
static fields and may not extend other classes. In addition, all objects are strongly encapsulated: the only
way to access their state is via getter and setter methods they may declare. Modularization is supported
by syntax modules, akin to Haskell, that allow to import and export classes, interfaces, and functions.
The code in Figure 1 declares a module with a simple container model. We refrain from introducing
the full ABS syntax, as most statements are standard. We only describe the statements specific to the
concurrency model.
• To invoke (asynchronously) a method m on the object stored in o, the statement f = o!m(i) is
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1 module Container;
2 export *;
3 import Element from Element;
4 interface Container {
5 Unit setElement(Element e);
6 Element getElement();
7 }
8 class Container implements Container{
9 Element contains = null;
10 Unit setElement(Element e){ contains = e; }
11 Element getElement(){ return contains; }
12 }
Figure 1: A simple Container in ABS.
used. The value of i is passed as the method parameter, and the resulting future is stored in f. The
type of the future must match the return type of the method.
• There are two statements to synchronize with a future stored in f: (1) f.get attempts to synchronize
on f by reading its value. If f is not resolved yet, then the process blocks until then: no other
process may become active. (2) await f? releases control of the object until f is resolved, i.e.,
another process may become active.
• To wait on a condition, the statement await b releases control of the processor until the boolean
expression evaluates to true. The behavior is scheduler dependent, as the expression may evaluate
to false again, if another process with such a side-effect is scheduled first.
We abbreviate the pattern Fut<T> f = o!m(); await f?; i = f.get; with i = await o!m(); and
write foreach (i < E) { ... } for Int i = 0; while (i < E) { ...; i = i +1; }. If a class has a
method with the signature Unit run(), then this method is started automatically upon object creation.
ABS is object-oriented, but does not enforce to model everything as an object – the enforced asyn-
chronous communication leads to overhead for simple look-up operations. To omit this, ABS uses Ab-
stract Data Types to abstract from data values which have no internal state.
3.2 Product Lines
ABS offers management of model variants via product lines [27]: A product line describes different
versions of a model that are obtained by certain syntactic operations on a common core. These syntactic
operations are called deltas and they are able to add, as well as replace classes, methods, and fields. The
deltas are applied before type checking. When a method is replaced in a delta, then the new version of
the method may refer to the previous one with the keyword original. The Notify delta in upper part of
Figure 2 modifies the setElement method, such that the element in the container is notified after being
added and the delta Queue replaces the single contained element by a queue.
Product lines associate deltas with features and describe constraints among their application order.
The Notify delta must be applied after Queue, because only that version of setElement calls original.
This is achieved by the after directive in the lower part of Figure 2.
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1 delta Notify;
2 modifies class Container.Container {
3 modifies Unit setElement(Element e) {
4 original();
5 await = e!observedBy(this);
6 }}
7 delta Queue;
8 modifies class Container.Container {
9 removes Element contains;
10 adds List<Element> contains = Nil;
11 modifies Unit setElement(Element e) { contains = Cons(e, contains); }
12 modifies Element getElement() {
13 Element e = value(contains);
14 contains = tail(contains);
15 return e;
16 }}
1 productline ContainerElement;
2 features QueueF, NotifyF;
3 delta Notify after Queue when NotifyF;
4 delta Queue when QueueF;
5 product NotifyProduct(NotifyF);
6 product FullProduct(QueueF, NotifyF);
Figure 2: Deltas and a product line in ABS.
3.3 Logic
ABS offers invariant-based reasoning to prove consistency and safety properties of single objects. Safety
and consistency are formulated as object invariants: formulas in a first-order axiomatization of heap
memory in a program logic that must hold at every release point, i.e. at the end of each method and
whenever an await statement is reached. ABS methods are integrated into the logic by modalities over
ABS statements. A calculus for showing validity of formulas in this logic is built into the theorem prover
KeY-ABS [10]. It can verify invariants semi-automatically by symbolic execution of ABS statements.
Symbolic execution can be used to compute formulas that correspond to symbolic state transformers
reflecting the state changes caused by a given method.
The heap is axiomatized with functions to select and store values to/from a reserved variable heap.
To express that a field i is a list containing only positive values one may use the following formula ϕ :
ϕ = ∀ Int k. k ≥ 0∧ k< length(select(heap,self, i))→ select(heap,self, i)[k]> 0
Strong encapsulation is reflected in the signature: each formula may only reason about the fields of
one class. The following expresses that ϕ is an invariant for a given piece of code: if it holds in the
beginning, then it holds after executing i = Cons(10,i);:
ϕ → [i = Cons(10,i);]ϕ
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4 A Weak Memory Model
The memory systems used in modern hardware do not treat write and read accesses of processors as
atomic. Instead, memory accesses are stored in a queue before being executed. Before execution, they
may be reordered and the execution of a read may read the requested value not from the memory, but
from a not executed, but visible write access. While this allows performance boosts, such weak memory
models are known to result in execution traces which are not reproducable by interleaving the executing
threads [1, 21]
We present a simple weak memory model1 that is able to simulate instruction reordering and write
atomicity violation, i.e. the two main principles of weak memory models [1]. Our model is based on
ideas taken from Boudol et al. [6], where identifiers—similar to the futures in ABS—are used and from
Mantel et al. [23], where relaxation of the instruction order is characterized by pair-wise comparisons on
the queue of memory accesses. To keep this paper within reasonable length, we give no examples for
some features of memory models, such as fences and visibility beyond read-own-write.
4.1 Memory
We start with the Memory interface that models system memory. Our core product variant is a conventional
memory and does not allow instruction reordering. Its central concept is the Map<Location, Int> mem
field that maps location to values. The client interface is:
1 interface Memory{
2 Fut<Int> read(Thread t, Location loc);
3 Unit write(Thread t, Location loc, Int val);
4 Int const(Int i);
5 }
The read/write methods model reading/writing a value from/to the memory and const returns a
constant. Internally, memory access is managed by a list of waiting accesses and each call to read or
write adds one access to that list. A single memory access has the following type:
1 data Access = Write(Thread tid, Location loc, Int value, Int id )
2 | Read(Thread tid, Location loc, Int id);
Each memory Access has a unique id parameter. After adding an Access, the write and read
methods terminate. The read method returns the future of a call to internalRead, which is resolved
once the access has been executed. I.e. it waits until the id of the corresponding Access is added to the
done set and then returns the read value, saved in the map ret.
1 Int read(Thread t, Location loc) {
2 Int myId = counter; // global access counter
3 list = appendright(list, Read(t, loc, myId));
4 counter = counter + 1;
5 return this!internalRead(myId);
6 }
7 Int internalRead(Int myId) {
8 await contains(done, myId);
9 return lookupUnsafe(ret, myId);//Note: value is not read from mem
10 }
1The model is available at http://formbar.raillab.de/en/publications-and-tools/memory-model
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The memory is modeled with a loop that first waits until the list of scheduled Access items is not
empty, see Figure 3. Then it invokes a strategywhich returns the positions of those accesses that can be
safely executed next. Afterwards, it gets and removes the scheduled access from the list, and executes its
effect. The value snd(pp) is obtained from a call to getValueFor and used in the read. In case of a write,
the given value is written to memory. The strategymethod implements the procedure defined in Mantel
et al. [23]: At each position i of list, the access at position i is compared to all accesses on positions
j < i. The maySwap method takes two accesses and decides whether the second access can be executed
before the first one. In the core product, i.e. under sequential consistency, it returns False if and only if
the two accesses are from the same thread. The getValueFormethod simply reads from memory.
1 Unit run() {
2 while (True) {
3 await list != Nil;
4 List<Int> accList = this.strategy();
5 Pair<Access, Int> pp = this.getAccess(cextPos(accList)); // invokes getValueFor
6 case fst(pp) {
7 Write(t, loc, val, id) =>
8 { done = insertElement(done, id); mem = put(mem, loc, val); }
9 Read(t, loc, id) =>
10 { done = insertElement(done, id); ret = put(ret, id, snd(pp)); }
11 }
12 }
13 }
14 List<Int> strategy() {
15 List<Int> allowed = Nil;
16 foreach (i < length(list)) { // prettified
17 Bool add = True;
18 foreach (j < i) { // prettified
19 Bool b = this.maySwap(nth(list,j), nth(list,i));
20 if (!b) { add = False; }
21 }
22 if (add) { allowed = Cons(i, allowed); }
23 }
24 return allowed;
25 }
26 Int getValueFor(Thread tid, Location loc, Int pos) {
27 return lookupUnsafe(mem, loc);
28 }
Figure 3: The next access loop and the access scheduling strategy.
4.2 Threads
We aim to describe a memory model, not a whole programming language, hence threads are series of
memory invocations. We do not model control flow or make assumptions about specific properties of the
local store. A memory invocation can have one of the following forms:
1. await mem!write(this,Location(name),val); models a write access. Observe that after await
execution continues once the Access is added to the list, not when the Access is executed.
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2. reg = await mem!read(this,Location(name)); models a read access that reads the future into a
local location reg.
3. reg.get; models an access where the value is retrieved, i.e. a computation.
The await statements enforce a FIFO treatement of adding memory accesses to the queue, from the point
of view of a single process. The future returned by read is then used to synchronize on the execution of
the added memory access. This is needed for two reasons: (1) Memory systems are synchronous by their
nature and it is necessary to enforce synchronicity at this point, despite using a asynchronous language.
(2) Additionally to asynchronous communication, ABS does not enforce FIFO scheduling, i.e., the callee
object is not required to process the calls in the order they arrive.
4.3 Instruction Reordering
To include instruction reordering into our model, we define the predicates for program order relaxation
described by Mantel et al. in terms of deltas (Section 3.2). Each relaxation predicate adds a condition in
the maySwapmethod. For example, to permit write-read reordering, one applies the following delta:
1 delta WRDelta;
2 modifies class Mem.Memory {
3 modifies Bool maySwap(Access a, Access b) {
4 Bool ret = False;
5 case a {
6 Read(_,_,_) => { ret = original(a,b); }
7 Write(_,loca,_,_) => case b {
8 Read(_,locb,_) => { last = original(a,b);
9 ret = (last || loca != locb); }
10 Write(_,_,_,_) => { ret = original(a,b); }}
11 }
12 return ret;
13 }}
This method checks whether the arguments are write and read accesses on different locations. The
default is a call to original. The first access for each thread may be executed first, because the core
product models the condition that accesses from different threads can always be reordered and original is
called in each case. The remaining three reorderings are defined in an analogous manner.
4.4 Write-Atomicity Violation
To allow read-own-write, the getValueFormethod must be changed: When executing a read at position
pos, it checks whether there is a write from the same thread in the access list before pos. This corresponds
to local buffers for each thread. We refrain from modeling more fine-grained visibility for read-others-
early for presentation’s sake.
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1 delta ReadEarlyDelta;
2 modifies class Mem.Memory {
3 modifies Int getValueFor(Thread tid, Location loc, Int pos) {
4 return case getWriteValueFor(slice(list, 0, pos-1), loc, tid) {
5 Just(val) => val;
6 Nothing => original(loc, pos);
7 };
8 }}
Method maySwap must now allow write-read reordering when both arguments access the same loca-
tion. An additional delta WROwnDelta does this. It is identical to WRDelta, except that the statements in
Lines 8-9 are replaced by if (loca==locb) ret = True; else ret = original(a,b);.
Different memory models are modeled as product variants. Each memory model is obtained from a
set of conditions for instruction reordering and the product corresponding to that model results from the
application of appropriate deltas. The resulting product line is in Figure 4.
1 productline Memory;
2 features WWFeature, WRFeature, ReadEarlyFeature;
3 delta WWDelta when WWFeature;
4 delta WRDelta after WROwnDelta when WRFeature;
5 delta ReadEarlyDelta when ReadEarlyFeature;
6 delta WROwnDelta when ReadEarlyFeature;
7 product TSO (WRFeature, ReadEarlyFeature);
8 product PSO (WRFeature, WWFeature, ReadEarlyFeature);
9 product IBM370 (WRFeature);
Figure 4: Declaration of the weak memory product line, following the terminology of Mantel et al. [23].
5 Model Validation
The capability to validate design decisions made during formalization at an early stage can save a lot of
work and helps to improve trust. We exemplify the validation with our model by three basic integrity
checks: (1) the weakened model can produce traces that are only obtainable in a relaxed, not in a con-
ventional, memory model; (2) the memory model cannot deadlock, provided that the threads using it do
not deadlock, and (3) the modeling of ids is consistent.
5.1 Instruction Reordering
A classical litmus test, i.e., a test to determine whether a weak memory model is able to reproduce basic
effects of non-atomic memory accesses, taken from Boudol et al. [6], is the following simplification of
Dekker’s algorithm:
v = 1; println("tr1: "+w) run in parallel with w = 1; println("tr2: "+v)
This program can result in a trace where v= w= 0 holds in the final state only under a weak memory
model with write-read relaxations and relaxed write atomicity, e.g. IBM370 or TSO [1]. This behavior
is reproducible in our model. The code in Figure 5 models the memory accesses of the program above.
In the product TSO, the reordering can be observed by running the ABS model:
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tr1: 0
tr2: 0
To enforce this behavior, one may, for example, let the memory system start after 3s and force that reads
are executed before writes whenever possible.2 In the core product, this behavior is not observable. This
correlates with the fact that this behavior is not observable in architectures with sequential consistency.
1 class T1(Memory mem) implements T {
2 Fut<Int> rg;
3 Unit run() {
4 rg = mem.const(0);
5 await mem!write(this, Loc("v"), 1);
6 rg = await mem!read(this,Loc("w"));
7 println("tr1: "+toString(rg.get));
8 }
9 }
1 class T2(Memory mem) implements T {
2 Fut<Int> rg;
3 Unit run() {
4 rg = mem.const(0);
5 await mem!write(this, Loc("w"), 1);
6 rg = await mem!read(this,Loc("v"));
7 println("tr2: "+toString(rg.get));
8 }
9 }
Figure 5: Encoding of the example as a sequence of memory accesses.
5.2 Local Deadlock
A highly desirable property of any memory model is that it should not deadlock, provided that the whole
program does not deadlock. The notion of deadlock in ABS is a circular dependency between multiple
processes [13], where a process p1 is said to depend on a process p2, if p1 is halting at a f.get or await
statement and execution of p2 would allow p1 to continue. We refrain from introducing the full semantics
of deadlocks and execution, which are non-trivial in presence of condition synchronization [18], but give
a proof sketch for the following lemma:
Lemma 1
There is no reachable state in any valid ABS program using the class Mem that contains a deadlock
consisting only of processes running on an instance of Mem.
Proof sketch. First, we observe that there are no f.get statements and only two await statements, both
with boolean guards: one in the run method, one in internalRead. Hence, every deadlock can only in-
volve processes running run and internalRead. Second, after the await statement of internalRead, the
method has no side effects, therefore, no other process can depend on a process running internalRead.
So any deadlock can only involve processes running run. But there is no call of run, so there is only one
process running run. There can be no deadlock, because for this at least two processes are needed.
A fully automatic deadlock-detection tool for ABS3 is available, but it requires a complete system,
not merely standalone classes. The code in Figure 5 is analyzed as deadlock-free in the core product,
with one false positive livelock risk due to the non-terminating loop. Further deadlocks are not possible,
because our thread model so far contains only memory accesses, but no synchronization statements.
2Product TSODemo, resp. IBMDemo in the downloadable model.
3http://formbar.raillab.de/deadlock
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5.3 Invariants
We show an invariant about internal consistency of our model: there are no two memory accesses with
the same id. This is a direct consequence of another invariant: the value of the counter field is always
larger than the highest id occurring in the list. We formulate these two invariants in first-order logic:
∀ N i, j. i 6= j∧ i< length(list)∧ j< length(list)→ id(list[i]) 6= id(list[ j]) (1)
∀ N i. i< length(list)→ id(list[i])< counter (2)
These invariants can be shown using the KeY-ABS prover fully automatically4 for the read and write
methods. The other methods trivially preserve these properties, as they do not add elements to list nor
modify counter. This can be as well verified with KeY-ABS. The proofs for read and write have 640
and 851 steps, respectively, and take a few seconds.
6 Discussion
Our model conceptually follows the one by Mantel et al. [23], so we mostly compare it to theirs. Their
main goal is to establish non-interference results for weak memory models, while ours is to produce a
modular, easy-to-follow, and analyzable formalization. Therefore, both approaches are not exclusive, but
complementary: Rewriting systems can establish more complex properties, while active object languages
help during formalization.
Modularity. We are able to provide a small and clear interface to program memory, see Section 4.1.
This is difficult to achieve in term rewriting system-based models which do not syntactically distinguish
rules for executing language and memory statements. In the model of [23], for example, memory access
execution is spread among three different predicates in differing rule premises. Moreover, the parameters
of predicates that model different aspects are not independent. For example, the predicate describing that
an access at position i can be executed takes i as a parameter, while the predicate describing the read
value takes the list [0, . . . , i−1] as parameter.
The ABS model we created is in very close correspondence to the modeled concepts. Once the ABS
model is in place, these can be carried over also to a term rewriting semantics: methods may be mapped
to functions or predicates, interfaces to predicate signatures, fields to configuration elements, etc. The
three different rule premises for executing an access mentioned above, for example, can be encapsulated
into a single function that corresponds to one loop iteration of the run method. The ABS model helps to
find such abstractions by enforcing a process-oriented view.
A small and clear interface reduces the risk of clerical errors in the formalization. It is justified by
the fact that threads and system memory also have a clear interface in hardware. A concise interface
also helps to transfer the memory model to another language. In both models [6, 23] the memory access
aspects are polluted with specific constructs from the language in which the memory model resides: reg-
isters, special representations of identifiers, etc. An active object model could have helped to encapsulate
the language-independent parts better. The ABS model makes no assumption about the implementation
language, as it uses futures, not specific concepts that need to be modeled on top, yet it shows where and
how modularity can be achieved.
4Invariants and KeY-ABS are included with the downloadable model. We had to formalize the theory of Access and List.
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Product Variant Management. Our model supports the generation of multiple variants. The modifi-
cations that produce these variants are not visible in the core product and hence does not pollute it. The
standard approach in rewriting systems to support different variants is to parameterize it with underspec-
ified functions or predicates that can be constrained by different axioms. In contrast to this, the product
line approach expresses constraints by invariants and declaration of software product lines. This keeps
the analysis simple for the core product, i.e. the basic case, as default values for parameters are unnec-
essary. It alleviates also analyzing the differences between different products, because the modifications
are encapsulated in deltas and not scattered around.
Variability management is orthogonal to modularity management, which is offered by , e.g., mixins
or inheritance. Product lines allow to encapsulate changes to more than one class and even single deltas
may define operations on multiple classes. Furthermore, variability is not managed inside the type system
– after variant generation, the program contains no product lines constructs anymore and single variants
can be analyzed or compiled with the tools already available for non-variant programs.
A discussion on the difference between intra-variant and inter-variant code reuse can be found in [9],
a discussion on the relation of product lines to other concepts in [31].
Debugging and Validation. In this section we discuss our approach to validation from Section 5. The
deadlock check (Lemma 1) makes not use of a deadlock analysis tool, but of the concept of a deadlock.
In ABS, the concept of deadlock is non-trivial (due to await on Boolean conditions), but natural, because
ABS has notions of progress and unit of computation (process). These notions do not exist in term
rewriting systems, making it hard to even state Lemma 1: rewrite rules for operational semantics often
have multiple preconditions and it is not obvious which of them may block.
The execution witnesses from the litmus test on instruction reordering in Section 5.1 are an example
of minimal requirements one may want to ensure. oWhile we did not provide a proof that the core
product does not allow certain states, it would have been possible to formulate suitable invariant, similar
as in Section 5.3, even though it might not be fully automatic. Active object languages like Rebeca [35]
that offer model checking support would deliver a fully automatic proof.
In contrast to mainstream general purpose languages, ABS has a fully formal semantics, allows to
state formal invariants, and comes with a verification tool that is able to verify such invariants. The
invariants in Section 5.3 were shown automatically. Proofs with small amount of interaction might also
be acceptable, but the amount of time to invest into formal validation depends on the modeled system.
In general, we conjecture that invariant proofs with model checking is adequate for consistency con-
ditions, but too limited for complex properties such as non-interference, in particular, when multiple
memory models are involved. Thus, validation can be used to ensure that properties hold during devel-
opment, but it cannot replace a full formalization.
Testing. Executability of ABS models and the high automatization of KeY (for simple invariants) and
other static analysis, allows to intergrate automatic testing into the prototyping apporach. One can see
the example given in Section 5.1 as a test, which can be part of a regression test suite that is used to
ensure that the introduction of new feature to the model does not break old sanity checks. The invariants
in Section 5.3 can also be used as regression tests, while the non-automatic Lemma 1 does not. However,
some fixed programs can be used as input to the static deadlock analysis to complete the test suite.
We point out that ABS supports unit testing and unit test generation [3], but we did not use this
capability in this work.
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Prototyping. ABS is suitable for quick development: the first model presented above, including the
first two validity checks were completed in under. three modeling hours by one person familiar with
ABS. The first model implementing the concepts of [23] including all three validity checks was ready
after one more work day (by the same modeler). Further changes for the presentation, bug fixing, and the
proof of the invariant took three more hours. Altogether, the whole development presented in this paper
took less than two work days, but, of course, we had read and benefited from [6, 23].
The modeler made the experience that it was easier to explain the ABSmodel than the rewrite system-
based model, even to researchers with experience in rewriting systems. Interestingly, one colleague found
several bugs in a preliminary version of our model related to reordering, despite being only provided the
same code segments that are presented in this paper, and not being familiar with weak memory models.
We assume that programming-language-like modeling languages are more accessible and thus a better
formalism to expose computer scientists and engineers to such models. This is, however, only anecdotical
evidence, as a proper user study is out of the scope of this work.
Generalization and Limitations. In this paper we chose the ABS language, mainly because of the
similarities between futures and the identifiers of Boudol et al. [6], as well as to perform a validity check
through a consistency invariant. Other active object languages would also be possible, for example,
Rebeca [35] that comes with a model checker.
Compared to the approaches discussed in Section 2, Active Objects are less flexible. While they
provide a framework for computation with asynchronous communication, they do not allow to deviate
from this principles. E.g., active object languages enforce strong encapsulation—if the modeled domain
does not have strong encapsulation of its elements, then other approaches to prototype distributed systems
might be a better fit.
The choice of modeling language is influenced by which kind of validity checks are desired and by
the desire to have a good match of concepts between the domain and the model. We suspect that active
object languages are a less good choice for sequential systems.
From a process perspective, the use of static analysis tools, makes the modeler more dependent on
the developers. E.g., if the deadlock analysis tool is not precise enough, one must extend the existing
tool, which creates overhead for getting acquainted with the code base etc. The sheer presence of a static
analysis does not ensure that its results are useful for prototyping Similarely, there is no non-interference
analysis tool for ABS, which makes it hard to reason about security or recreate the main results from
Mantel et al.
Finally, in a term rewriting approach the modeler can change the model according to his proof strat-
egy, while the semantics of the active object language is fixed. This may result in a demand for sanity
checks, which are hard to express in active objects, even on the prototyping stage of development.
7 Conclusion
We demonstrated that a model in an active object language results in a concise and easy-to-comprehend
formal model of system memory. While such a formalization cannot replace a full-fledged formalization
as a rewriting system or an abstract machine, it can help during modeling core features, as well to
communicate and to structure the essential ideas. We showed that message-based modeling with Active
Objects is to some extent natural to model shared memory-based concurrency. Based on this observation,
we speculate that by modeling memory explicitly, the tools developed for actors and active objects are
applicable for shared memory scenarios, including high performance computing.
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Future Work. We intend to model in ABS the approach of Bijo et al. [5] for cache architectures and
extend it with a write buffer to achieve a weak memory model. We aim to use the ABS tools for resource
analysis [2] on different caching strategies to demonstrate that the analytic possibilities of active objects
can go beyond what is possible in conventional non-trivial formal models. When doing this, we plan
to develop the ABS model and the term rewriting extension of [5] in parallel, to test the prototyping
approach advocated here.
The main theorem of Mantel et al. that non-interference under one memory model does not imply
non-interference under another memory model is proven by providing a program and a distinguishing
condition for each pair of memory models, such that the program fulfills the condition under one memory
model, but not under the other. As the provided programs contain no loops, we assume that a model
checking approach with Rebeca which would simplify the current proof is feasible.
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